
Name: _____________________________________

Chapters 10 - 12

 
  1.   What did the dance do to the knights?

a.  made them happy b.  made them Keepers of the Cauldron 

c.  It made them hungry d.  made them forget

 
 
  2. List the gifts Jack and Annie received from the knights.

● ___________________________________________

● ___________________________________________

● ___________________________________________

  3. What happened after Jack and Annie filled their cup with the Water of Memory and 
Imagination?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  4. What idea did Annie have in hopes of saving them from their bad situation?

a.  to drink the water b.  to pour the water on the beasts

c.  to jump in the cauldron d.  to pour the water on themselves  

  

  5. Did Annie's idea work?  What happened next?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 10 - 12

 
  1.   What did the dance do to the knights?  d

a.  made them happy b.  made them Keepers of the Cauldron 

c.  It made them hungry d.  made them forget

 
 
  2. List the gifts Jack and Annie received from the knights.

● a silver cup

● a compass

● a key

  3. What happened after Jack and Annie filled their cup with the Water of Memory and 
Imagination?

After Jack and Annie filled the cup a giant, slimy beast crawled out through one of the 

doorways, followed by three other giant beasts.  The real Keepers of the Cauldron 

emerged.

  4. What idea did Annie have in hopes of saving them from their bad situation?  a 

a.  to drink the water b.  to pour the water on the beasts

c.  to jump in the cauldron d.  to pour the water on themselves  

  

  5. Did Annie's idea work?  What happened next?

Annie's idea did work.  The Water of Memory and Imagination helped to save them.  Suddenly 

Jack and Annie were ready to fight the beasts.  They were filled with strength and fury and 

they fought the beasts until they disappeared and Jack and Annie were safe and free.
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